
Providing Effective CLASS® Feedback - Module Handout
Instructions: Take notes in this companion handout as you watch the recorded module - Providing Effective CLASS® Feedback. The module
recording can be found at (https://bit.ly/3pdJpsy).

Pause & Reflect: Understanding CLASS® Feedback

1) How does feedback fit into the quality improvement process?

2) Who should provide feedback to teachers and when?

3) What format should be used for feedback?

4) How can I help teachers and programs understand their results?

Pause & Reflect: Role of Feedback

1) What makes feedback effective? What do you think are the characteristics or principles of effective feedback?
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Pause & Reflect: Feedback Process in Your Community

1) Who will be responsible for providing feedback?

2) How will you ensure that all teachers and programs receive feedback within 2 weeks of being observed?

3) What format will your community use to provide domain and dimension level feedback?

4) What factors do you need to consider to ensure that scores are shared in a supportive manner?
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Practice: Providing CLASS® Feedback
Instructions: Review the sample Local CLASS® Observation Feedback Form below and make notes about your feedback process.
Description of Sample Scenario: This teacher’s classroom is characterized by warm, welcoming, and supportive interactions with children, though there is room for
improvement with awareness of children’s engagement and support for children’s autonomy. Each dimension contains examples of the teacher providing
high-quality interactions and observations that demonstrate opportunities for growth. Follow the feedback process to ensure that the teacher has the information
and support she needs to continue improving.
Sample: Local CLASS® Observation Feedback Form

Teacher Name
Teacher 1

Instructional Assistant Name
Teacher 2

Observation Date
12/7/2020

Local CLASS Observer
Observer

Domain Dimensions/Indicators Observations Feedback Notes

Emotional
Support

Positive Climate
Average Score: 6.25

Strengths: The classroom felt warm and
welcoming. Teacher 1 greeted every child when
they arrived at school in the morning and asked
what they did on the weekend. Teacher 1 and
Teacher 2 both regularly joined children in
activities, especially during centers, and children
were often smiling and laughing and showing
enthusiasm

Areas for Growth: There were a few issues with
sharing materials during centers and occasional
moments where teachers were not smiling or
showing excitement

Step 1: Start with general conversation - How might you
open up the conversation with Teacher 1?

Step 2: Orient Teacher 1 to the structure of the local
feedback form - What will you share so that she
understands the feedback format?

Step 3: Review domain level feedback - Note areas of
focus.
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Step 4: Highlight areas of strength and one area of
growth by domain.

Step 5: How will you engage with Teacher 1 to determine
an area of focus?

Step 6: How will you support Teacher 1 to focus on this
area of interaction in the coming weeks?

Step 7: Suggest and collaboratively identify specific
strategies or action steps Teacher 1 can pursue.

Negative Climate

Average Score: 1.0

Strengths: Both teachers showed no irritability
and arguments between children were brief and
did not escalate

Areas for Growth: None observed

Teacher Sensitivity

Average Score: 5.5

Strengths: Several children excitedly approached
Teacher 1 throughout the day to show her what
they were working on, demonstrating that they
felt comfortable with her; Teacher 1 moved
around centers to check on how children were
doing and discuss what they were working on;
Teacher 2 noticed when children were struggling
to answer questions during read aloud and
provided support by rephrasing the question to
help them understand

Areas for Growth: Teachers were engaged with
and aware of children who were seated close to
them during whole group activities but did not
notice that a few children in the back of the
carpet were playing with nearby materials instead
of engaging in the activity

Regard for Student
Perspectives

Average Score: 5.0

Strengths: Children were able to choose their
centers and what they did within each center; a
few children had classroom jobs and
responsibilities, such as attendance helper and
line leader

Areas for Growth: Whole group activities were
fairly teacher directed and had limited
opportunities for children to share their ideas and
perspectives; children had to sit on specific spots
on the carpet
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Emotional Support
Domain Score: 5.94

Reflect & Discuss: Supporting Teachers to Understand Results

How will you prepare and support feedback providers in helping teachers and programs understand their results?

How will you evaluate or gather feedback on the effectiveness of feedback sessions?

Additional Resources
● AEII Tools & Resources for Observation Feedback LINK
● CLASS® Dimensions Guides LINK
● Feedback & Data Webinars from Teachstone

○ Providing CLASS® Observation Feedback to Teachers - LINK
○ Goal Setting  - LINK
○ Thinking About Thresholds - LINK

● Local Observations: VDOE PreK Feedback Form Template LINK
● Local Observation Guidebook LINK
● National Head Start CLASS® Averages - LINK
● Virginia Quality CLASS® Thresholds - LINK
● VPI PreK CLASS® Information & Thresholds - LINK
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https://aeiionline.org/advancing-effective-interactions-and-instruction-2/tools-resources/for-providing-feedback/
https://store.teachstone.com/class-dimensions-guide/
http://info.teachstone.com/mini-webinar-recording-give-it-to-me-straight-providing-feedback-to-teachers-0
http://info.teachstone.com/webinar/class-goal-setting
http://info.teachstone.com/webinar/class-goal-setting-thinking-about-thresholds
https://aeiionline.org/class-local-obs-feedback-form/
https://aeiionline.org/advancing-effective-interactions-and-instruction-2/tools-resources/for-observing-interactions-instruction/
https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/data-ongoing-monitoring/article/national-overview-grantee-class-scores-year
https://www.virginiaquality.com/sites/default/files/VA_Quality_Standards_0.pdf
https://curry.virginia.edu/sites/default/files/CASTL-Projects/CLASS-PD/A%20Plan%20to%20Ensure%20High-Quality%20Instruction%20in%20All%20VPI%20Classrooms.pdf

